FRESHMAN LOSE TO KENT IN WELL-PLAYED GAME

Visitors Tally Thrice to Defeat Blue and Gold—Adequate Scores Touchdown

On Saturday, November 7, the Trinity Freshman team lost to Kent School with a score of 18 to 7, in their last contest. The contest, held on the Trinity field with a fine turnout of 1,500 spectators, was a real test of the ability of the Freshman team. The Blue and Gold, under the able leadership of Captain Jeffs, played a well-organized game and made a good showing, but the Kent team, under the guidance of Captain Haring, played a better game and scored the decisive points.

WESLEYAN SOCCER TEAM WINS PRACTICE MATCH

Galloway Scores Only Touchdown for Varisty at Start of Second Period

Play excitingly in their final game of the season the Blue and Gold Varsity gridiron lost to Amherst last Saturday at the latter's home field by the score of 4 to 3. For nearly a half Trinity held its own, keeping the Lord Jeffs to a 2 to 1 lead, but in the closing minutes of the second quarter, the playing of the team collapsed entirely, and Amherst, led by Wiscott and Hedland, rushed through for two touchdowns, the last being a splendid job of blocking and goal, with and primitive and Schmitz, featured in the back line play.

HAMPION QUARTETTE

SINGS IN NEW CHAPEL
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THE OPENING OF A BOOK, by George Davis. Published by Harper & Brothers. $2.50.

This novel has received high praise for its style. Certainly that is the most distinctive thing about it. Powa-
erful, vivid, at times almost cruel, it strikes into the very core of all the reader's sensations. The story upon the mind. Vigorous prose is, of course, always most gratifying, but there are times when this some-
how misses its mark, mainly because it tries too hard. One becomes con-
scious of the effort made by the au-
thor, and, as usual, such an awareness on the part of the writer is apt to
make us lose interest.

In a measure it is, but then, as all the newspapers have carefully
noted, one cannot help but admire the
fact that we have seen game Trinity elevens, which in the main
have fought hard and well, Trinity squads that have played
against the soundest opposition. There
were vague rumors of the possibility of an undefeated season on
the gridiron, but what was the evidence of this?
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We were��onion to make some use of the
last bond that holds the family to-
gether. Those who
are familiar with the files of
"The Tablet", will
understand what I
mean.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1931

THE FOOTBALL SEASON

The usual September hopes of a great Trinity football season have come and gone once more. Previous to the first game there were some who felt that the possibility of an undefeated season in the 1931 gridiron. Within two weeks this glimmering hope had fallen into the ashes of oblivion, and so, what with one thing and another, went the six weeks of the season. For some of us it was doubtless disappointing, because the passing of our last chance as undergraduates to see Trinity score a major football victory. Some of us have seen Wesleyan faced four times, always gallantly. On the other hand we choose to take some consolation in the
graceful, vivid, at times almost cruel, it
literally bludgeons a la sting impres-
sion upon the mind. Vigorous prose
was never explained or under-
stood: The story itself is simplicity in the
tact; to the man who
there to escape the cautious reader.

The story itself is simplicity in the
tact; to the man who
can escape the cautious reader.

The story itself is simplicity in the
tact; to the man who
can escape the cautious reader.
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November 3, 1931.

Trinity Tripod
Trinity College
Hartford, Conn.

Attention of the Editors:

Gentlemen:

I write this letter to you with no idea of what paper, or even a newspaper, much as I believe that the Tripod has been loyal to the team this year, and in the past years.

However, the local papers the early part of this week seemed to have decided that which they intimated that the team lost against Wesleyan because of lack of our will to win. Anticipating that this idea might be carried to the campus at Trinity and that some of the student body or some of the alumni might think that it is true, I beg to take the liberty at this time of writing you my own paper to point out that I have never seen a finer spirit in any football team than the spirit which exists in the squad on the hill this year.

The coaching staff absolutely knows that the team gave everything that it had. True enough the team has a good offense, and it looks at times as though it should swamp its opponents; but that most of the men that are playing on the team are the same men that played one year ago, and that they have learned most of their football while at Trinity. We are handicapped because of the short time of practice we can spend with the team. Most tall classes have only as much as four or five o’clock and we cannot start practice until 4:15 o’clock and with darkness coming on about 5 o’clock it gives us less than an hour to practice. Monday must be a light day, and we sometimes go for an hour of practice and a day off on Tuesday so they may recuperate from the previous Saturday’s game.

When one realizes that none of our starters weigh over 155 pounds, and when one realizes that our tackle material and half of our guard have never been football players, one has the right to wonder why our tackle has not scored several times against Wesleyan. Naturally our blocking and line plunging was not ideal, but this was due alone to lack of weight and experience. The spirit of the team was fine, I know this from my contact with the men during the entire game. This team of ours does not lack the will to win, and I would not start forget about it if we lose every game of the season.

It is easy enough for some to criticize the team, the spirit, the plays of the quarterback or any other department of our football team. The loss can always be criticized. The winning team regardless of the luck it breaks, or regardless of how raged its plays are, is always successful. Personally, I want to win, the coaching staff wants to win. I and the team wants to win, but it cannot always win. The fact that we tied Amherst last year should not, in the opinion of the student body, class Trinity as an A-1 small college team. It was a lone that stopped Amherst.

My plea at this time is this, namely, that regardless of who may coach your team during the next decade, or regardless of who may coach Trinity, the team is on the upswing in football. The team has improved each year during the last three years. We know that the team played better against Wesleyan last Saturday than they were capable of playing.

I earnestly urge that you continue your ardor and enthusiasm of the student body, class Trinity as an A-1 small college team. It is difficult to pull oneself up by the boot straps. We urge that all Trinity men get in back of their team and get behind them and encourage them rather than trying to take this little machine apart to see what makes it run. A winning football team can be developed only by the men who get behind them and support them more than the others present. I am enclosing a check for one dollar.

Sincerely yours,

J. LYON & SON

PLUMBING SHEET METAL AND HEATING CONTRACTORS

No. 20 Central Row
Hartford, Conn.
Phones: 2-0868 and 2-7500

PROFESSIONAL BUILDING BARBER SHOP
Specialists in Facial and Scalp Massage
59 High Street at Allen

SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE UNION EVERY FRIDAY.
MAX PRESS, INC.
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers
Middletown: Hartford Office:
205 Main Street
Bristol

S. Z. TOBEY
TAILOR EXCLUSIVELY FOR COLLEGE MEN

New England Laundry
Telephone 2-3153
201-225 HAWTHORN STREET
441-445 HOMESTEAD AVENUE

STEINMEYER’S HABERDASHERY
123 Pearl Street near Trumbull

HUBERT’S DRUG STORE
212 ZION STREET.
“Over the Rocks.”

DRY GOODS, FURS, and SMALL ARTICLE

HAPPY DANCING in the W-K- CITY

STORAGE TAILOR

New England Laundry
212 ZION STREET

DO YOU TAILOR?

Bam’s Sports
Hartford, Waterbury

ROBBINS RESTAURANT

Table d’hote Luncheon...........50 cents
Table d’hui Dinner...............$1.00

Schratts’ Selected Candies
Sodas and Robbins’ Home-made Ice Cream

BINGO CONVENTIONS

ATTENTION EDITORS.
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AMHERST DEFEATS TRINITY. (Continued from page 1.)

cracked left tackle for five yards, and Fontana, who had taken Brewer's place, tried to smash through center, but Campion was not intimidated and threw him back. A few moments after this play Amherst很 reached the Trinity 45-yard line. A long pass from Warner to Cadigan was intercepted by one of Phippen's men on the Trinity 7-yard line. A few plays later Amherst hadCrowed the line Phlippen, tossed a short pass to Galloway, who was tackled on the 16-yard line. At this point Galloway was called out to determine whether a first down had been made. They decided that there had not been, and the ball was taken to the 11-yard line, from which point the game continued. In the second quarter the Trinity line was strong, and Cadigan intercepted a pass from Warner to Galloway and raced to the Blue and Gold 5-yard line. Cadigan now had four downs to make the first down and scored two on the next play, and for the second time in the game the Blue and Gold found themselves two points behind. The Blue and Gold were on the short yard line and after a fumble Galloway was tackled on the 16-yard line.

Now only a few minutes remained before the half, but there was enough time to ruin the Trinity line. Galloway intercepted a pass from Phlippen to Galloway and raced to the Blue and Gold 5-yard line. At this point the game was stopped, and the Trinity line was strong, and Cadigan intercepted a pass from Warner to Galloway and raced to the Blue and Gold 5-yard line. Cadigan now had four downs to make the first down and scored two on the next play, and for the second time in the game the Blue and Gold found themselves two points behind. The Blue and Gold were on the short yard line and after a fumble Galloway was tackled on the 16-yard line.

Only a few minutes remained before the half, but there was enough time to ruin the Trinity line. Galloway intercepted a pass from Phlippen to Galloway and raced to the Blue and Gold 5-yard line. Cadigan now had four downs to make the first down and scored two on the next play, and for the second time in the game the Blue and Gold found themselves two points behind. The Blue and Gold were on the short yard line and after a fumble Galloway was tackled on the 16-yard line.

THE DRUM AND TROUBADOR

TRINITY FROSH FINISH SUCCESSFUL SEASON

Second half of game.

In the second half of the game Trinity Linebacker, Galloway, intercepted a pass from Warner to Galloway and raced to the Blue and Gold 5-yard line. Cadigan now had four downs to make the first down and scored two on the next play, and for the second time in the game the Blue and Gold found themselves two points behind. The Blue and Gold were on the short yard line and after a fumble Galloway was tackled on the 16-yard line.
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liked Chesterfield right from the start

NO, I don't know a blessed thing about how cigarettes are made. But, of course, I would want the tobacco to be PURE. And then I've heard that the blending is very important. I'd want that to be done just right.

"Then the paper. I don't like paper that you can taste—or smell when it's burning. I'd want that pure too.

"Another thing. I want to smoke whenever I feel like it—without worrying about smoking too many. So I want my cigarettes MILD.

"But the main thing, of course, is TASTE. I don't care for over-sweetened cigarettes. I much prefer those that are just sweet enough. "Chesterfield seems to satisfy in every one of these ways. That is why I'd rather have a Chesterfield."
FOOTBALL SEASON.

(Continued from page 1.)

to beat the New York Aggie team by a 19 to 7 score. It was in this game that the weakness of the line was realized. The line was unable to stop the powerful offensive attack. The first touchdown was made when the ball was fumbled in the Aggies' territory and recovered by the Aggies. The score was followed by two more touchdowns, with the final score being 19 to 7. The Aggies' defensive line was a key factor in their victory, as they were able to stop Trinity's running attack and set up successful plays on offense.

---

The contest was more of a defensive battle, with both teams relying heavily on their linemen to set up successful plays. Trinity's offensive line was able to clear the field for their running backs, allowing them to make significant gains. However, the Aggies' defensive line was equally effective, preventing Trinity from making significant gains on the ground.

---

The final score of the game was 19 to 7 in favor of the Aggies. The Aggies' defensive line was a key factor in their victory, as they were able to stop Trinity's running attack and set up successful plays on offense. The Aggies' offensive line was also effective, allowing them to make significant gains on the ground. Overall, it was a hard-fought battle, with both teams showing great effort and determination.

---

The game was played in front of a packed crowd, with both teams' fans showing strong support. The Aggies' fans were particularly vocal, cheering on their team throughout the game. The atmosphere was electric, with the stands filled with fans cheering and shouting.

---

The game was a testament to the strength of both teams' defensive lines, with both teams relying heavily on their linemen to set up successful plays. Trinity's offensive line was able to clear the field for their running backs, allowing them to make significant gains. However, the Aggies' defensive line was equally effective, preventing Trinity from making significant gains on the ground. Overall, it was a hard-fought battle, with both teams showing great effort and determination.